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About This Game

Communication systems receive atmospheric interference from a number of enormous objects heading towards their solar
system. They are waiting for your arrival. Rise as the destroyer of cities and conqueror of galaxies. Empower yourself with alien

technology as you unlock new weapons and UFOs. Follow your destiny on the Day of Destruction.

- Embrace you inner alien!

- Unlock alien weapons and spacecraft

- Battle across 24 cities on 6 different planets

- Massive Destruction

- Steam Leaderboards

- Steam Achievements
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Title: Day of Destruction
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
SynaptixGames, LLC
Publisher:
SynaptixGames, LLC
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: CPU: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970/AMD 290 equiivalent or better

Storage: 5 GB available space
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4\/10
This will appeal to a destructive taste, but there doesn't appear to be a great deal of strategy involved here.
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